UNEMPLOYED MOVEMENT LAUNCHED

NYSSA BANK GOES BROKE AND TAKES 'WORKERS' HOARD'

Big Oil Business Men Are Reported To Have Seized Up To Three Times Their Money Before Closing

NYSSA, Ore., Feb. 15.—The only bank in the town of Nyssa closed on Feb. 14. Many of the workers on the irrigation project which is under construction near here, have been looking up and down their pockets, and are being told by the employees of the bank that their money which was deposited there will not be returned to them. Previous reports that the bank failed due to a lack of funds prove to be wrong.
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"Applesauce" In Los Angeles

VICTIMS OF RAID TO GO TO TRIAL

CITY SOLONS BECOME AS WITTY AS MARIE ANTOINETTE WHEN QUIZZED

London, Calif., Feb. 15.—Los Angeles has at least 80,000 'applesauce' names. Some days ago the plan of using the 100,000 unemployed men as striking force to get the workmen to protest against this persecution was put into effect. After performing this plan for a few days the 'applesauce' plan was adopted, and the workers now engage in this plan.

"Applesauce" in Los Angeles.

"Good Eats" cafes. The waitresses of these cafes and other similar places are busy in performing this plan.

CITY COUNCILMEN THINK THAT Starrving Hoedles Cover the Streets A Legitimate Subject For Light Starting and Duplicitous Unions' Breeze About Broadmen Workers; "Why Don't You Eat Cake?"

City Councilmen think that starving hoedles cover the streets a legitimate subject for light starting and duplicitous unions' breeze about broadmen workers. "Why don't you eat cake?"
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The Industrial Worker

Oh Scissor Bill!

By JEAN VALJEAN.

Why in the bread line to fight for your slum?

Why called "an old hobo"—a "frowsy old hum?"

Kicked in the gutter for not paying your rent;

Where are the garments of broadcloth and silk?

If from striking and fighting you were without sin?

Where is the joy they told you you'd wis...

The solution of the problem lies in the economic enfranchisement of the proletariat population.

As individuals they are helpless in the face of the organized power they confront. It is the organized power that has developed the machinery, the factories, the railroads, the oil wells, the mines. It is the organized power that has created the conditions of unemployment and poverty. It is the organized power that has created the conditions ofLuxú.
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This is a big time call and we've been drawing big listeners at local open forums...
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ANNOUNCEMENT

McCarthey and Wyman Will Present

The Farmers Populon Show

"FEZLIE AND MILLERADO*

The great Belgian Evangelist, poet and compass.
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ANSWERS LETTER OF THE PAINTER

John Sibley: There is need in ceremonies for John Sibley, a hero of the Mexican War, for final

THIRD PARTY POSSIBILITIES

Why Proposals for a Third Party to Repeal Labor and Independent
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Third Party Possibilities

When Proposals for a Third Party to Repeal Labor and Independent
Sea faring conditions grow worse

FORT WORTH, Tex., Feb. 14 — The men who make their living by sea are living for the life they love. Anyone who has read anything about sea life knows that the life of a seaman is not an easy one. It is a life of hardship, hazard and toil. But these men continue to work and toil for the love of their profession. The sea is their home, and they are content to make their living as they have done for many years.

VICTORY IS WON BY THE WEAVERS OF LANCASTER

Northampton Free Press, March 10, 1923

Battle For Relief of Starvation

Four hundred men, women and children were fed, this morning, in Northampton, Mass., at a relief center, which was opened by the Northampton Labor Council.

Dram Producers is no wonder of curing ills

Los Angeles, Feb. 19 — The Los Angeles Dram Producers have announced that they will produce a play called "The Wonder of the World," which is to be presented on Monday evening.

Third Party

New York, Feb. 11 — The New York Republican party has announced that it will nominate a third party candidate for the presidency.
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Industrial Workers

More than a million dollars have been collected by the workers of the county. They have been working for the past few weeks, collecting money for the benefit of the workers.

Our Gang: Comedy

Ex-Corotad gets nine months for stealing hat, three days with the same pay or more.

HARRY CLAYTON

Loyal and Courageous Relief Worker

A.O.P., Jan. 17 — Harvey Clayton, a relief worker, has been discharged for conduct unbecoming a relief worker.

Los Angeles in favor of merging

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15 — The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce has announced that it is in favor of merging the city and county.

Baxters' Bookshouts

(Continued from Page 21)

Mr. Baxters' Bookshouts have been a success. They have been attended by many people, and the sales have been excellent.

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 14 — The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce has announced that it is in favor of merging the city and county.

SACRAMENTO, Feb. 14 — The Sacramento Chamber of Commerce has announced that it is in favor of merging the city and county.

Peru's political action is unable to solve the problem

LIMA, Feb. 14 — The political action of Peru is unable to solve the problem of unemployment. The workers are demanding that something be done to alleviate their suffering.

SACRAMENTO, Feb. 14 — The Sacramento Chamber of Commerce has announced that it is in favor of merging the city and county.

SACRAMENTO, Feb. 14 — The Sacramento Chamber of Commerce has announced that it is in favor of merging the city and county.